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Cephalopods use a diverse range of body patterns for visual communication. Each

pattern is composed of several distinct chromatic components that are under neural

control and are expressed dynamically. In the oval squid Sepioteuthis lessoniana, males

use distinct body patterns to interact with females and other males at the spawning

site. To systematically examine their visual signals during reproductive behavior, an

ethogram of 27 body pattern components produced by S. lessoniana was observed

in both the wild and captivity; these were then characterized. Five behaviors were

commonly seen among these reproductively active squids, namely parallel swimming,

male guarding, male-male fighting, male-parallel mating, and male-upturn mating. Each

behavior was found to be composed of the expression in a temporal sequence of different

chromatic components. By analyzing the dynamic body patterning time series associated

with each behavior, it was found that a certain subset of components was expressed

simultaneously or sequentially in response to conspecifics. Importantly, the results not

only revealed that each behavior is composed of multiple chromatic components, but the

findings also showed that each component is often associated with multiple behaviors.

To gain insight into the visual communication associated with each behavior in terms of

the body patterning’s key components, the co-expression frequencies of two or more

components at any moment in time were calculated in order to assess uniqueness

when distinguishing one behavior from another. This approach identified the minimum

set of key components that, when expressed together, represents an unequivocal visual

communication signal. While the interpretation of the signal and the associated response

of the receiver during visual communication are difficult to determine, the concept of

the component assembly is similar to a typical language within which individual words

often have multiple meanings, but when they appeared together with other words, the

message becomes unequivocal. The present study thus demonstrates that dynamic

body pattering, by expressing unique sets of key components acutely, is an efficient

way of communicating behavioral information between oval squids.
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INTRODUCTION

Animal communication is commonly defined as the transfer
of information from one or a group of animals (the sender
or senders) to another one or more animals (the receiver or
receivers) that alters the current or future behavioral states of
the receivers (Manning and Dawkins, 2012; Stegmann, 2013).
When the information from the sender changes the behavior of
a receiver, the information can be considered to be a “signal”
(Witzany, 2014). The theory predicts that for a signal to be
maintained in the population, both the sender and receiver needs
to obtain a benefit from the other via the interaction (Smith
and Harper, 2003). Many modes make up visual signaling and
these include gestures, facial expression, gaze following, color
change, and bioluminescent communication (Bradbury and
Vehrencamp, 1998). Among these modes, color change is highly
dynamic in cephalopods because they have a neurally controlled
chromatophore system that is able to change the apparent
color, opacity, and reflectiveness of their skin (Messenger, 2001;
Mäthger et al., 2009).

Visual communication in cephalopods involves sophisticated
displays that are characterized by many visually appealing body
patterns (Moynihan and Rodaniche, 1982; Hanlon, 1988; Hanlon
et al., 1994, 1999; Hanlon and Messenger, 1996; Jantzen and
Havenhand, 2003a,b; Caldwell et al., 2015; Scheel et al., 2016).
The body pattern of a cephalopod consists of a combination of
chromatic, textural, postural, and locomotor components, and
a subset of these components may be combined together at
any given time to create a specific and different body pattern
(Packard and Sanders, 1969, 1971; Packard and Hochberg, 1977;
Hanlon, 1982; Roper and Hochberg, 1988; Hanlon et al., 1994,
1999; Hanlon and Messenger, 1996). Most importantly, these
components can be thought of, not only as morphological
units of the body, but also as physiological units within the
brain (Packard, 1982). Among these components, the chromatic
components are probably the most conspicuous and diverse.
Thus, studying the dynamics of chromatophore expression by
the skin during visual communication should help to reveal the
principles behind visual signaling by cephalopods.

Cephalopods use multiple mating strategies during
reproduction. Many studies have suggested that most
cephalopods utilize polyandry, which is where a female
mates with multiple males during the spawning season (Hanlon
and Messenger, 1996; Hanlon et al., 2005). Previous studies
have shown that females not only mate with large size males
in a group (the consorts) but also mate with other smaller
males (the sneakers) using distinct types of courtship behavior
(Hanlon et al., 1997, 2002, 2005; Jantzen and Havenhand, 2003b;
Naud et al., 2004, 2016; Iwata et al., 2005; Wada et al., 2005;
Iwata and Sakurai, 2007; Huffard et al., 2008; Sato et al., 2014).
These results suggest that males of different sizes may adopt
different strategies in order to gain access to females and that
females may during the same process choose different males in
order to maximize their reproduction success. In addition to
the male-female interactions, agonistic behavior among males
often seems to be involved in these reproductive interactions.
Cephalopods are highly visual animals and they communicate

regularly through dynamic body patterning, thus it seems
likely that visual communication between males and females
during courtship behavior and between males and males during
agonistic behavior may determine the mating strategies and
success of these individuals (Hanlon and Messenger, 1996;
Jantzen and Havenhand, 2003a; Scheel et al., 2016). Thus,
interpreting this communication system is fundamental to
understanding the processes involved in sexual selection among
these species.

Sepioteuthis squid species are common in shallow waters
(Jereb and Roper, 2005). Their diverse reproductive behaviors as
well as their wide variety of body patterning ethograms have been
studied in detail in two species, Sepioteuthis sepioidea (Moynihan
and Rodaniche, 1982; Byrne et al., 2003) and Sepioteuthis australis
(Jantzen and Havenhand, 2003a,b). However, the oval squid
Sepioteuthis lessoniana which is widely distributed in Indo-
West Pacific waters (Jereb and Roper, 2005) has not been
systematically examined and neither have their dynamic body
patterns during reproductive behavior been determined. Similar
to other cephalopods, it has been shown that S. lessoniana also
undertake diverse mating behaviors and show a wide variety
of body patterns (Wada et al., 2005). In the present study, we
aimed to (1) examine whether different reproductive behaviors
are associated with specific body patterns, (2) determine whether
some chromatic components are co-expressed for particular
behaviors, and (3) assess whether certain components are specific
to a particular behavior or are used in multiple contexts.
An ethogram of the chromatic components displayed by S.
lessoniana during reproductive interactions was characterized,
and the expression in a temporal sequence of the different
chromatic components was analyzed to reveal the underlying
basis of the visual signaling used by this cephalopod for
communication (Martin et al., 1993).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals
In order to observe the mating behavior of S. lessoniana in
the field, a spawning ground in the northeast coast of Taiwan
(N 25.070886, E 121.925620) was created by placing several
bunches of bamboo on the sea floor at a depth of 18m with
the aim of attracting squids. The habitat was open water with
sand substrates, and the visual background was typical green
coastal water. The bamboo branches and leaves provide a suitable
surface for females to lay eggs and act as a shelter for any
hatchlings. The spawning ground successfully attracted dozens
of squids. Observations were made during scuba dives from July
to September in 2011 and the mating behaviors were recorded
by either a surveillance camera (GoPro Hero 2) or a hand held
video camera (SONYDSC-HX9V). The videos were takenmostly
from the side above the squid, so the body patterns on the dorsal
and lateral sides of the squids can be seen simultaneously in most
cases. Due to the large number of squids at this site, the identity
and size of individual animals were difficult to determine. Thus,
the sample size reflects the number of times that each behavior
was observed from multiple squids, not the exact number of
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squids that displayed each behavior. Since most squids were in
an intense reproductive mode, their behaviors were not affected
significantly by the presence of divers. Although the social
interactions among many squids at the spawning ground were
complex, the recorded behaviors were sufficiently representative
in their reproductive contexts. A total of 111 min of footage
captured over 11 dives was used during the present study. In
addition to the above video surveillance, additional behavior
footage (100 min) was obtained from the Public Television
Service (PTS) of Taiwan, who had made a film to document
the spawning ground and reproductive behavior of S. lessoniana
during 2007.

To observe the body pattern of squids more closely and in
a more controlled environment, two adult male squids (mantel
length = 19.2 and 20.1 cm) and female squids (mantel length =

18.6 and 27.8 cm) were collected by fishermen in Keelung area,
Taiwan, and these were then reared in a large indoor aquarium
(5 × 5× 1.5m depth) at the Marine Research Station, Academia
Sinica, near I-Lan, Taiwan from March 2015 to May 2015. The
aquarium was supplied with running seawater, and a bunch of
bamboos was placed on the bottom as spawning substrate. The
aquarium was lit by natural light and overhead fluorescent bulbs,
and the visual background was plain walls of light blue color.
The mating behaviors of a pair of male and female (mantle
length = 19.2 cm and 27.8 cm, respectively) were recorded by a
surveillance camera (GoPro Hero 2) on 14 April 2015. Although
there were two other squids in the aquarium during this focal
sampling, the recorded mating behaviors were largely unaffected
by these bystanders. A total of 37 minutes of high resolution
video footage was captured during this exercise and this was used
during the present study to complement the field videos.

Analysis of the Dynamic Body Patterns
Although the body patterns of cephalopods include a range
of different components, chromatic, textual, postural, and
locomotor (Hanlon and Messenger, 1996), in order to simplify
the data analysis and focus on the most diverse component,
only the chromatic component that make up the dynamic body
patterning of S. lessoniana was categorized and analyzed during
the present study. It should be emphasized here that the so called
“chromatic components” do not mean that they are colorful
in appearance, rather they are used to describe the basic units
constituting the body coloration. By carefully examining the
videos collected both in the field and during the laboratory
studies, 27 chromatic components were identified. Note that
all the components observed in the field can be seen in the
laboratory.

An ethogram is a catalog or inventory of behaviors or
actions exhibited by an animal (Manning and Dawkins, 2012).
Ethograms are often hierarchical and have functional inferences.
To create an ethogram of the dynamic body patterning
of S. lessoniana during reproductive behavior, the videos
were manually analyzed second-by-second to characterize the
presence of each chromatic component; this data was used to
create, using Pot Player Portable software, a time series. While
this was a labor intensive process, such a dataset is able to
represent the complete expression in temporal sequence of these

chromatic components and forms an inventory of the actions
exhibited by S. lessoniana during reproductive behavior, that is
it forms an ethogram.

To facilitate the reconstruction and visualization of the body
patterns as co-expression of different chromatic components
on the squid skin, individual components was created and
superimposed. Using the “layer” function in Adobe Photoshop,
it is possible for various components to be overlayed and this
then generates a composite image of an oval squid; this image
represents a specific set of expressed chromatic component and
forms a snapshot of a given moment during the animal’s dynamic
body patterning behavior. If one renders all composite images
sequentially, this is essentially forms a playback of the squid’s
body patterning along the time axis. A similar aproach has been
used to describe the body patterns of the Caribbean reef squid S.
sepioidea (Byrne et al., 2003).

To further analyze the timing and frequency of each
component expressed during the various reproductive behaviors,
and to allow examination of the interactions between the
different components in various behavioral contexts, each video
clip was segmented and specific behaviors identified. Only
behavior segments lasting for more than 4 s were considered.
To compare component expression during the same category
of behavior, all the segmented datasets were normalized such
that the start and the stop of the behavior was set as 0 and
100%, respectively. The occurrence frequency of each component
in a behavior was calculated as the number of video segments
in which the component appeared, which was divided by the
total number of video segments available for that behavior.
In addition, the co-occurrence frequency of components was
computed as the co-expression time of two or more components,
which was divided by the total expression time of these involved
components during each video segment.

RESULTS

Oval Squids Exhibit Various Different
Behaviors that Are Associated with
Distinct Body Patterns
After carefully viewing all of the video sequences collected
from the field and laboratory, the reproductive behaviors of
S. lessoniana could be categorized into five distinct categories,
namely parallel swimming, male guarding, male-male fighting,
male-parallel mating, and male-upturn mating (Table 1 and
Figure 1; also see the Supplementary Movies 1–5). It is very
apparent that the males and females or the winners and
losers showed distinct body patterns during these reproductive
behaviors (Figure 1).

Chromatic Components and Their Dynamic
Expression Form a Series of Different Body
Patterns during Reproductive Behaviors
After the systematic examination of the various different body
patterns observed during reproductive behavior, 27 distinct
chromatic components were identified (Figure 2). Among these
components, 11 (MB, WDS, DDS, DPVM, MMS, DA, DAS, DT,
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TABLE 1 | Five distinct reproductive behaviors in the oval squid

Sepioteuthis lessoniana (see the Supplementary Movies 1–5 for these

behaviors).

Behaviors Descriptions

Parallel swimming The male keeps a close distance (less than one body

length) from the female and swims together with her. This

behavior is usually seen when a large male mates with

the female and form a mating pair.

Male guarding The male of a mating pair guards the female while she is

laying eggs and prevents the female from being mated

by other males.

Male-male fighting Two males of a similar size show an agonistic behavior to

compete for mating with the female. They chase each

other vigorously and display various agonistic postures.

The fighting usually lasts for a few seconds, and the

winner and loser may swap position several times during

the fight. At the end of the fight, the winner takes the

upper position, while the loser is down below.

Male-parallel mating The male swims below the female and attempts to place

spermatophores within the female oviduct opening using

a male-parallel mating posture.

Male-upturn mating The male swims on top of the female and attempts to

attach spermatophores to the female buccal membrane

using a male-upturned mating posture.

SE, DFS, and SF) have been described in S. australis (Jantzen and
Havenhand, 2003a) and Loligo vulgaris (Hanlon et al., 1994), and
16 (LDML, LDMS, LUB, MUB, DUB, MM, DADM, DLS, MHA,
DTA, DH, MF, DFM, WFS, FMS, and ES) are newly described
for S. lessoniana in northeastern Taiwan. These components
were identified based on their unique and repeated expression
during the videos. Among them, LDML are only seen in matured
male squids, while LDMS are unique to matured females. To
distinguish overall skin brightness, LUB, MUB, and DUB have
been assigned based on the squid’s skin tone. The light, medium,
and dark were determined subjectively depending on their body
intensity relative to background and other nearby squids. There
are five distinct dorsal mantle components (MB, MM, DADM,
WDS, and DDS) and three unique mantle components that
are only able to be seen from a side view (DPVM, MMS,
and DLS). In addition, there are seven specific components
that affect the arms and/or head (MHA, DTA, DA, DAS, DT,
DH, and SE). Finally, there are seven components that are
uniquely expressed on the fin (MF, DFM, WFS, DFS, SF, FMS,
and ES).

An ethogram of the dynamic body patterns that occur during
reproductive behavior among S. lessoniana was then created
based on the presence or absence of each chromatic component
over a time series of data. The time sequence of different
chromatic components expressed by a single pair of squids in
a spawning ground was shown in Figure 3 as an example. This
inventory of actions exhibited by the squids serves as a basis for
the quantitative analysis of their dynamic body patterning that is
used for visual communication during the reproductive behavior
in S. lessoniana.

Co-expression of Certain Chromatic
Components Represents Unique Visual
Signals When Placed in a Behavioral
Context
In the composite image that forms a snapshot of any moment
in the dynamic body patterning behavior, only the components
that had an occurrence frequency above 50% for each behavior
were included in the analysis. Since both parallel swimming and
male guarding behaviors did not show any significant dynamic
changes in skin coloration, only one composiste image was
created to illustrate each of these two unique body patterns
(Figure 4). During parallel swimming behavior, in addition to the
presence of the male and female specific components (LDML and
LDMS), which were there at all times, males (n = 22) showed a
subset of components with that occurred at a range of different
frequencies (MMS, DAS, SE, DFS, and WFS). In addition to
the above, during the same behavior, females (n = 22) showed
another subset of components (MMS, DAS, DH, and DFS).
Similarly, during the male guarding behavior, the male squids (n
= 23) showed another different subset of components at various
frequencies (MMS, DA, DAS, DH, SE, DFS, WFS, and FMS).

For the three other behaviors (male-male fighting, male-
parallel mating, and male-upturn mating), the body patterns
were highly dynamic and a number of different components
were present at various different times and for various different
durations. Thus, time series of the average expression level of
the individual components and their corresponding composite
images at a number of specific time points were created to
emphasize the dynamic nature of body patterning during these
intraspecific visual communication events. During male-male
fighting behavior (n = 4), it is apparent that the winner
squids showed more chromatic components and a darker
body coloration than the loser squids while fighting (Figure 5).
Specifically, the winners showed LDML, WDS, MMS, MHA,
DTA, DA, DAS, DH, SE, DFM, WFS, DFS, SF, and FMS,
namely 14 components, whereas the losers only showed LDML,
MMS, MHA, DAS, SE, WFS, DFS, SF, and FMS, namely 9
components. The presence of these additional five components
(WDS, DTA, DA, DH, and DFM) could be used to distinguish
the winner and the loser, which suggests that some components
may be more important than others to the signaling of the fight
outcome (see the Supplementary Movie 6 for the switch of the
winner and the loser during an agonistic fighting). The body
pattern diagrams in Figure 5 contain an overlay of all expressed
components that occur at frequencies above 50% at specific
time points. A playback of the patternings of a pair of squid
bodies along the time axis after rendering to make all composite
images sequential, can be viewed as part of the Supplemenatry
information (Supplementary Movie 7).

During the male-parallel mating behavior (n = 17), when the
female squid displayed the “rejection” signal (all cases in the
recorded behavior), there is a tendency to increase the expression
level of the components and to darken the body skin tone
(Figure 6). Note that when the female accepted the male-parallel
mating posture, the female body pattern was less conspicuous
(observed occasionally and not included in the present study).
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FIGURE 1 | Five behaviors of adult oval squid Sepioteuthis lessoniana were observed during the spawning season. (A) Parallel swimming. (B) Male

guarding. (C) Male-male fighting. (D) Male-parallel mating. (E) Male-upturn mating. M, male; F, female; W, winner; L, loser. See the Supplementary Movies 1–5 for

these behaviors.

When the male squid gives up the parallel mating attempt,
the female decreased the expression level of components and
the skin coloration becomes lighter. In addition, overall, the
body pattern of the male was relatively pale when compared
with the female. Specifically, the male showed four components,
LDML, MMS, SE, and DFS, whereas the female showed eight
components, LDMS, DADM, WDS, DA, DH, SE, DFS, and FMS.
Except for LDML and LDMS which are sex specific components
and MMS, which can be seen only from the side view of the
male, there were five additional componnets (DADM, WDS,
DA, DH, and FMS) that were present only in the female. This
suggests that certain components may function as a “rejection”
signal by the female, which is communicated to the male to
indicatemating preference. Amovie to illustrate themale-parallel
mating behavior in action that renders all composite images
sequentially is provided as part of the Supplemenatry information
(Supplementary Movie 8).

By way of contrast, during male-upturn mating behavior
(n = 10), the male squid showed more components and a
darker body tone when it attempted to mate with the female
using the male-upturn posture (Figure 7). Interestingly, when
the male successfully mated with the female (all cases in the
recorded behavior), its skin color became lighter and displayed
a prominent ES (eye spots) component; this contrasted with the
female where only darker body patterns were present during the
final stage of the mating process. Specifically, the male showed
10 components, LDML, DDS, MMS, DTA, DAS, DT, DH, SE,
DFM, and ES, while the female only showed four components,
LDMS, MM, DFS, and FMS. Except for LDML and LDMS,
which are sex specific components, the male displayed a subset
of components that are completely different to those of the
female. This suggests that the male may signal to the female
using a distinct body pattern during a male-upturn mating
attempt and in turn the female seems to respond to the male
with a unique body pattern. To illustare the dynamics of body
patetrning during this behavior, another movie that renders all
composite images sequentially is provided in the Supplemenatry
information (Supplementary Movie 9).

Individual Components Are Involved in
Multiple Behaviors and Are Differentially
Co-expressing with Other Components
To systematicaly examine the involvement of these individual
components in the various different behaviors, we have analyzed

the occurrence frequencies of all 27 components observed during
the five behaviors in terms of different contexts (male and female)
or different outcomes (winner and loser). Except during male
guarding behavior, which involves only a single individual, the
other four behaviors inevitably involve interactions between two
individuals. Thus, there are 9 behavioral modes in total. It is
evident from this analysis that each behavior is composed of
multiple chromatic components and each component is often
involved in multiple behaviors (Figure 8). For example, FMS
appeared frequently (occurring frequency above 50%) during
male guarding, male-male fighting (both winner and loser),
male-parallel mating (only female), and male-upturn mating
(only female). By way of contrast, ES was only observed
with male squids during male-upturn mating behavior. This
suggests that, while some components are expressed more often
than others and during many types of behavior, nevertheless,
each behavior consists of a unique combination of different
components.

To further examine whether certain component combination
are more common during one behavior than another, the co-
expression frequency of various components was arranged in
the descending order (Figure 9). Note that five components
were excluded in this analysis as they are present either in
all behaviors of one sex (LDML and LDMS) or mutually
exclusive in all behaviors (LUB, MUB, and DUB). It is
apparent that single component and two to three component
combinations are dominant in all behaviors. Nevertheless, four
to five component combinations can be observed more often
during some behaviors than others. Most importantly, the
descending rate of these co-expression frequencies is much
slower for male-male fighting (winner) and for male-parallel
mating (female) than for other behavioral modes. This suggests
that more chromatic components are required to express strong
visual signals during these behavioral contexts, such as the
“dominant” signal for the winner squid and the “rejection”
signal by the rejecting female. In contrast, the descending rate
of these co-expression frequencies was much steeper for male-
parallel mating (male) and male-upturn mating (female) than
for other behavioral modes. This suggests that as few as one
to two components are sufficient to express the visual signals
required during these behavioral contexts, perhaps because these
body patterns are less important to determining the behavioral
outcome.

Since each component is often involved in multiple behaviors
(Figure 8) and each behavior includes various combinations
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FIGURE 2 | Schematic representations of the 27 chromatic body pattern components observed with adult oval squids Sepioteuthis lessoniana. Among

these 27 chromatic components, 11 (MB, WDS, DDS, DPVM, MMS, DA, DAS, DT, SE, DFS, and SF) have been identified in Sepioteuthis australis and Loligo vulgaris,

and 16 (LDML, LDMS, LUB, MUB, DUB, MM, DADM, DLS, MHA, DTA, DH, MF, DFM, WFS, FMS, and ES) are newly described for S. lessoniana in northeastern

Taiwan. Abbreviated names are parenthesized.

of different components (Figure 9), it is clearly impossible for
squids to distinguish one behavior from the others just based
on the expression of only one “key” component, except for

ES during male-upturn mating (male). To characterize the
minimum set of components needed for a given behavior that
is distinct from all other behaviors, the co-occurrence frequency
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FIGURE 3 | Time sequence of the various chromatic components expressed during different behaviors by a single pair of oval squid Sepioteuthis

lessoniana observed in spawning season. Each bar represents the time duration of a single chromatic component expression by the male and female during the 3

min 38 s recording period. There were 15 components expressed by the male squid and 7 by the female. Each line on the right indicates the appearance of individual

behaviors during the recording period. This example includes four of the five distinct behavioral categories (Table 1), namely parallel swimming, male guarding,

male-male fighting, and male-parallel mating.
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FIGURE 4 | Oval squid Sepioteuthis lessoniana display unique body patterns during parallel swimming and guarding behaviors. (A) The body patterns of

parallel swimming consist of MMS (mantle margin stripe), DAS (dark arm stripe), SE (shaded eyes), DFS (dark fin stripe), and WFS (white fin stripe) for males, and

MMS, DAS, DH (dark head), and DFS for females. (B) The body pattern of male guarding consist of MMS, DA (dark arms), DAS, DH, SE, DFS, WFS, and FMS (fin

margin spots). The inset shows the chromic components with over 50% occurrence for all recorded behaviors.

of any component with other components was used to assess
the ease of discrimination of the behaviors (Figure 10). Note
that five components were excluded in this analysis as they
are present either in all behaviors of one sex (LDML and
LDMS) or mutually exclusive in all behaviors (LUB, MUB, and
DUB). In other words, one can simply ask the following: is
the co-expression of two components better than the expression
of either of these components alone for distinguishing the
different behaviors? If the answer is positive, then one can ask
the following: is the co-expression of three components better
than expression of any combination of two components for
distinguishing the different behaviors? In principle, by reiterating
the same step several times, one should be able to find the
minimum set of key components that is unique for each
behavioral mode. For example, the FMS appeared frequently
(occurring frequency above 50%) during male guarding, male-
male fighting (both winner and loser), male-parallel mating
(female), and male-upturn mating (female). However, when
FMS is combined with DFM, MHA, or DTA, the 50% co-
occurrence criterion resulted in a unique behavioral mode,
the male-male fighting (winner). Similarly, when the FMS is
combined with the WFS, the 50% co-occurrence level resulted
in another unique behavioral mode, the male-male fighting
(loser). On the other hand, when FMS was combined with DH
and SE, the co-expression of this pair of component specified
both male-male fighting (winner) and male-parallel mating
(female). In contrast, when FMS was combined with DFS, all five
possible behavioral modes had co-occurring frequencies above
or equal 50%. This indicates that co-expression of three or
more components is necessary to distinguish some behaviors.
Although only one example is shown here, this approach
represents an effective way of deducing the minimum set of key
components for any given behavior that is distinct from all other
behaviors.

DISCUSSION

Analysis of the Temporal Structure of the
Squid’s Ethogram Reveals the Presence of
Key Visual Signals during Different
Behavioral Contexts
In addition to classifying unique behaviors, some ethograms also
indicate the frequency of their occurrence and the probability
that one behavior follows another. In the present study, we
analyzed the dynamic structure of this squid’s ethogram as a
temporal sequence of various combinations of distinct chromatic
components across different behavioral modes (Figure 3).
Previous research has documented the frequency, prevalence,
and duration of body pattern components during reproductive
behaviors of a number of different squid species (Hanlon et al.,
1994, 1999; DiMarco and Hanlon, 1997; Jantzen and Havenhand,
2003a,b). However, there has been no systematic analysis of
these multi-dimensional time-series datasets beyond simple
descriptive statistics. By expressing the occurrence frequencies
of the 27 chromatic components observed across the 9 modes
of five behaviors of S. lessoniana in relation to different contexts
(male and female) and outcomes (winner and loser) as a
matrix, we have demonstrated that each behavior is composed
of multiple chromatic components and that each component is
often involved in multiple behaviors (Figure 8). Although some
components are expressed more often than others during many
types of behavior, each behavior has a unique combination of
different components. This observation suggests that combining
different components within the body patterning is an effective
way of expressing distinct visual signals in different behavioral
contexts (Figure 10). However, it should be noted that some
components may make the squids more conspicuous than other
components, or have other functions in different scenarios. For
example, the ES (eye spots) is prominent in the males after
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FIGURE 5 | The winner shows more chromatic components and a darker body coloration than the loser during fighting behavior. The time sequence of

the average expression level of individual chromatic components recorded from the winner and the loser oval squids during male-male fighting. Time zero on the

horizontal axis indicates the start of the fighting behavior, and time 100 indicates the end of the behavior. The body pattern diagrams in the middle illustrate the overlay

of chromatic components with over 50% occurrence during the recorded behavior for the winner (top) and the loser (bottom). The intensity (Int) on the first line

represents the average strength of the uniform body coloration during fighting behavior. LDML, light dorsal mantle lines; WDS, white dorsal stripe; MMS, mantle

margin stripe; MHA, mottled head and arms; DTA, dark third arms; DA, dark arms; DAS, dark arm stripe; DH, dark head; SE, shaded eyes; DFM, dark fin margin;

WFS, white fin stripe; DFS, dark fin stripe; SF, stitchwork fin; FMS, fin margin spots. See the Supplementary Movie 7 for this behavior.
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FIGURE 6 | The female shows more chromatic components and a darker body coloration than the male when giving a rejection signal during a

male-parallel mating attempt. The time sequence of the average expression level of individual chromatic components recorded for the male and the female oval

squids during the male-parallel mating. Time zero on the horizontal axis indicates the start of the mating behavior, and time 100 indicates the end of the behavior. The

body pattern diagrams in the middle illustrate the overlay of chromatic components with over 50% occurrence during the recorded behavior for the male (top) and the

female (bottom). The intensity (Int) on the first line represents the average strength of the uniform body coloration during the male-parallel mating behavior. LDML, light

dorsal mantle lines; MMS, mantle margin stripe; SE, shaded eyes; DFS, dark fin stripe; LDMS, light dorsal mantle spots; DADM, dark anterior dorsal mantle; WDS;

white dorsal stripe; DA, dark arms; DH, dark head; FMS, fin margin spots. See the Supplementary Movie 8 for this behavior.

they successfully mated with the females using the male-upturn
posture (Figure 7). The ES is also known in other cephalopod
species as a deimatic display (Langridge et al., 2007; Wood
et al., 2008). This suggests that the ES has multiple functions in
body patterning. Similarly, the DUB (dark uniform body) and
DFM (dark fin margin) are likely involved in deimatic behaviors.
Furthermore, theMB (mantle bands) and other components may
also function in camouflage behaviors (Staudinger et al., 2011).
Nevertheless, these observations emphasize that individual
components in various combinations have distinct functions in
different behavioral contexts.

By using the co-occurrence frequency to quantify the
relationships between the expression events for the various
components, we were able to show that different numbers
and compositions of chromatic components are associated
with a given behavior (Figure 9). Compared with the analysis
of the duration of different body component combinations
during the reproductive behavior of the squid S. australis
(Jantzen and Havenhand, 2003a), the co-occurrence frequency
used in the present study emphasizes those components
that are short in duration but are expressed in most of the
cases. Furthermore, by ranking the various combinations
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FIGURE 7 | The male shows more chromatic components and greater dynamic body coloration than the female as an attempting signal during

male-upturn mating. Time sequence of the average expression level of the individual chromatic components recorded from the male and the female oval squids

during male-upturn mating. Time zero on the horizontal axis indicates the start of the mating behavior, and time 100 indicates the end of the behavior. The body

pattern diagrams in the middle illustrate the overlay of the chromatic components with over 50% occurrence during the recorded behavior for the male (top) and the

female (bottom). The intensity (Int) on the first line represents the average strength of the uniform body coloration during the male-upturn mating behavior. LDML, light

dorsal mantle lines; DDS, dark dorsal stripe; MMS, mantle margin stripe; DTA, dark third arms; DAS, dark arm stripe; DT, dark tentacle; DH, dark head; SE, shaded

eyes; DFM, dark fin margin; ES, eye spots; LDMS, light dorsal mantle spots; MM, mottled mantle; DFS, dark fin stripe; FMS, fin margin spots. See the

Supplementary Movie 9 for this behavior.

of components based on their co-occurrence frequency

for each behavior, we were able to demonstrate that some

behavioral modes involve many more combinations of

components than others (Figure 9). This suggests that,

when an individual squid is actively sending signals to

another squid, the body pattern tends to recruit more

components, whereas when the animal is passively reacting

to another squid, the body pattern is composed of fewer

components.

Visual Signals Determine the Behavioral
Outcome during Squid’s Reproductive
Interaction
Squids are polyandrous, in which a female mates with multiple
males during a spawning season (Jantzen and Havenhand,
2003b; Iwata et al., 2005; Wada et al., 2005). For S. lessoniana,
alternative male mating behaviors have been found to depend
on the relative body size of the squid. In a captive study, it
has been reported that larger males guard their partners from
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FIGURE 8 | Each behavior is composed of multiple chromatic components and each component is often involved in multiple behaviors. The occurrence

frequencies of the 27 chromatic components observed during the 9 modes of the five behaviors of different context (male and female) and with different outcome

(winner and loser) are shown and color coded in a matrix. It is apparent that some components are expressed more often than others during many of the behaviors,

but each behavior consists of a unique combination of different components.

FIGURE 9 | The different numbers and combinations of chromatic components that constitute the unique behaviors. The various combinations of

chromatic components were ranked based on the occurrence percentage observed during each behavior and this reveals that combinations of as many as four to five

components is common during some behavioral modes. Note the display presented in each panel is in a descending order of component combinations when the

occurrence percentages are equal. Five components were excluded in this analysis as they are present either in all behaviors of one sex (LDML and LDMS) or mutually

exclusive in all behaviors (LUB, MUB, and DUB).

other males and perform male-parallel mating during the egg-
laying period of the paired females, whereas smaller subordinate
males used male-upturn mating as an alternative tactic outside
the female egg-laying period (Wada et al., 2005). These results
suggest that males of different sizes may adopt different strategies
in order to gain access to females, and females may choose

different males in order to maximize their reproduction success.
In addition, it has been observed that male squids showed
agonistic behavior and fight for the possession of the female
during reproductive interactions (Moynihan and Rodaniche,
1982; Jantzen and Havenhand, 2003b). Cephalopods are highly
visual animals and they communicate through dynamic body
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patterning, thus it is likely that visual communication between
males and females during courtship behaviors, as well as between
different males during agonistic behavior, may determine their
mating strategies (Hanlon et al., 1997, 2002, 2005; Jantzen and
Havenhand, 2003a,b; Naud et al., 2004, 2016; Iwata et al., 2005;
Wada et al., 2005; Huffard et al., 2008; Buresch et al., 2009; Scheel
et al., 2016).

In the present study, the reproductive behaviors of S.
lessoniana were categorized into five distinct categories, namely
parallel swimming, male guarding, male-male fighting, male-
parallel mating, and male-upturn mating. It was found that male
squids compete for the upper position to dominate the fight
during male-male fighting behavior and that the squid in the
upper position show more chromatic components and a darker
body coloration (Figure 5). It should be noted that the winner
and the loser of the male-male fighting were assigned by their
positions relative to each other in the present study. It may seem
that the fight is predetermined and the body patterns shown by
the squids during the fight are unimportant. However, this is
not always the case, because the squids may switch the positions
during a fight, so that the winner may become the loser and the
loser may become the winner (see the Supplementary Movie 6

for such a switch). In this situation, the body patterns maintained
by the squids throughout the fight may be considered as a
visual signal to declare the winning status and keep the loser
from fighting back. Thus, the winner and loser body patterns
shown in Figure 5 have a predictive function of their eventual
fighting outcomes. Furthermore, female squids display specific
body patterns as the rejection signal to the male squids during
the male-parallel mating attempt (Figure 6). Similarly, male
squids also express unique body patterns before they use the
male-upturn mating strategy to try to sneak the female squids
(Figure 7). These observations support the hypothesis that
distinct body patterns are effective visual signals and determine
the behavioral outcomes during squid reproductive interactions.

Similar evidence has been found for other species. For
example, it has been reported that the squid Loligo plei display
specific body patterns in order to threaten their opponents during
male-male fighting behavior (DiMarco and Hanlon, 1997). It
has also been found that a dominant octopus shows dark body
patterns in order to threaten their subordinates (Scheel et al.,
2016). In addition, it has been demonstrated that female mature
squids show bright stripes on the dorsal mantle, similar to
the bright white testis of adult males, which is indicative of
female choice (avoidance of mating) during courtship behavior
(DeMartini et al., 2013). All these findings suggest that the
dynamic expression of chromatic components by cephalopods
facilitates visual communication between these animals and helps
determine their behavioral outcomes.

Dynamic Body Patterning of Squids
Functions as a Form of Animal
Communication
By characterizing the minimum set of chromatic components
that forms one behavior that is distinct from all other behaviors
using the component co-occurrence frequency analysis, we were
able to systematically examine the interrelationship between the

FIGURE 10 | Distinct combinations of two chromatic components

constitute different behaviors. The central polar plot shows the occurrence

frequency of FMS (fin margin spots) in each of the 9 behavioral modes. The

length of each wedge represents the occurrence frequency and the angle of

the wedge depicts each behavioral mode. The red circle indicates 50%

occurrence during the recorded behavior. When the FMS is combined with a

second component, this combination leads to either one or more separate

behavioral modes. The polar plots around the large circle show the

co-occurrence of FMS and each of the other 13 components. Different colors

represent the different individual or mixed behavioral modes. For example,

when the FMS is combined with the WFS (white fin stripe), the 50%

co-occurrence level results in a unique behavioral mode, male-male fighting

(loser), or MF(L). Note that five components were excluded in this analysis as

they are present either in all behaviors of one sex (LDML and LDMS) or

mutually exclusive in all behaviors (LUB, MUB, and DUB).

individual components that are involved in different behaviors
(Figure 10). This type of analysis is akin to the linguistics
analysis of human language, particularly grammar, which is
a system of rules that governs the form of the utterances
within a given language. In addition to phonology (how sounds
or gestures function together), this also includes morphology
(the formation and composition of words), and syntax (the
formation and composition of phrases and sentences from
words) (Akmajian et al., 2010). The findings from our analysis
that each component is often involved in multiple behaviors
(Figure 8) and each behavior includes various combinations of
different components (Figure 9) seems to suggest to us that
each component is like a word (phonographic languages like
English) or a character (ideographic languages like Chinese) in
a sentence and when multiple words/characters are combined
together in a right order this forms an unique sentence (syntax)
that conveys an unequivocal message. Although the component
co-occurrence frequency in the present study does not emphasize
the temporal order of component expression, which is important
to the syntax of language, the analysis of the temporal structure
of the ethogram suggests that the time sequence of various
component expression is critical to the sending of clear
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signals to the receivers and to determining the behavioral
outcomes during reproductive interactions (Figures 5–7). In
animal communication, bird vocalization (or birdsong) is a
well-known example of communicating information to others
using an auditory signal. Birdsongs are usually longer and
more complex than simple calls, and they are associated with
courtship and mating behaviors (Marcus, 2006; Pepperberg,
2009). There are some parallels between birdsong and human
speech and language, such as both have recursion and core
structural properties (Bolhuis and Everaert, 2013). However, the
dynamic body patterns used by S. lessoniana to communicate
information to others, because they form a visual signal, may
not be as complex as birdsongs and are certainly much simpler
than human language. In addition, active signaling during
communication requires interpreting the signal and making the
correspondent response, but it was difficult to determine in our
analyses. While the visual systems of cephalopods have been
extensively studied (Messenger, 1991), particularly the visual
perception mechanisms that regulate rapid adaptive camouflage
(Chiao et al., 2015), how the squids perceive body patterns of the
other squids and choose appropriate body patterns in response
to the visual signals is largely unknown. Thus, the analogy of
squid body pattern as a form of language may be speculative here.
Nevertheless, the present study demonstrates that dynamic body
pattering, by expressing unique sets of key components acutely, is
an efficient way of communicating by S. lessoniana in a behavioral
context.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

Supplementary Movie 1 | Parallel swimming. The male keeps a close

distance from the female and swims together with her. This behavior is usually

seen when a large male mates with the female and form a mating pair.

https://youtu.be/VPy0dtYNOls.

Supplementary Movie 2 | Male guarding. The male of a mating pair guards the

female while she is laying eggs and prevents the female from being mated by

other males. https://youtu.be/V1_9OKvoBUI.

Supplementary Movie 3 | Male-male fighting. Two males of a similar size show

an agonistic behavior to compete for mating with the female. The fighting usually

lasts for a few seconds, and the winner and loser may swap position several times

during the fight. At the end of the fight, the winner takes the upper position, while

the loser is down below. This footage was recorded by Mr. Dao-Ren Guo for the

Public Television Service of Taiwan. https://youtu.be/RaGBgrskHiE.

Supplementary Movie 4 | Male-parallel mating. The male swims below the

female and attempts to place spermatophores within the female oviduct opening

using a male-parallel mating posture. The male is rejected by the female in this

movie. https://youtu.be/giUk9pLl5Vg.

Supplementary Movie 5 | Male-upturn mating. The male swims on top of the

female and attempts to attach spermatophores to the female buccal membrane

using a male-upturned mating posture. https://youtu.be/LoUXfat54JA.

Supplementary Movie 6 | Body pattern switching of two males during

male-male fighting. This movie shows dynamic body patterning of two male

oval squids Sepioteuthis lessoniana during an agonistic fight. The video on the

mid-right is the original footage of this fighting behavior, which is played at 0.5X

speed. The time sequence of the occurrence of individual chromatic components

recorded from these two males (M1 and M2) are shown at the top and bottom

screens. The body pattern diagrams on the mid-left illustrate the overlay of

chromatic components at any moment in time during fighting for M1 and M2

squids. The movie is rendered by playing back all composite images along the

time axis at 1 sec interval. The male squids compete for the upper position to

dominate the fight during the interaction. Thus, “Up” indicates the winner and

“Down” indicates the loser. Note that there is a switch of the winner and the loser

during this agonistic fighting (M1: winner first; M2: loser first). The intensity (Int) on

the first line represents the three levels of the uniform body coloration (light,

medium, and dark) during fighting behavior. LDML, light dorsal mantle lines; MMS,

mantle margin stripe; MHA, mottled head and arms; DTA, dark third arms; DAS,

dark arm stripe; DT, dark tentacles; DH, dark head; SE, shaded eyes; DFM, dark

fin margin; WFS, white fin stripe; DFS, dark fin stripe; SF, stitchwork fin; FMS, fin

margin spots; DADM, dark anterior dorsal mantle; WDS, white dorsal stripe. The

position on the last line represents the two positions of squids (up and down)

during the fight. https://youtu.be/CbG45visegM.

Supplementary Movie 7 | Dynamic body patterning during male-male

fighting. The time sequence of the average expression level of individual

chromatic components recorded from the winner and the loser oval squids

Sepioteuthis lessoniana during male-male fighting. Time zero on the horizontal

axis indicates the start of the fighting behavior, and time 100 indicates the end of

the behavior. The body pattern diagrams in the middle illustrate the overlay of

chromatic components with over 50% occurrence during the recorded behavior

for the winner (top) and the loser (bottom). The movie is rendered by playing back

all composite images along the time axis for every other time point (50 frames in

total). It is apparent that the winner shows more chromatic components and a

darker body coloration than the loser during fighting behavior. The intensity (Int) on

the first line represents the average strength of the uniform body coloration during

fighting behavior. LDML, light dorsal mantle lines; WDS, white dorsal stripe; MMS,

mantle margin stripe; MHA, mottled head and arms; DTA, dark third arms; DA,

dark arms; DAS, dark arm stripe; DH, dark head; SE, shaded eyes; DFM, dark fin

margin; WFS, white fin stripe; DFS, dark fin stripe; SF, stitchwork fin; FMS, fin

margin spots. https://youtu.be/d4eMYj8pcoM.
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Supplementary Movie 8 | Dynamic body patterning during male-parallel

mating. The time sequence of the average expression level of individual

chromatic components recorded for the male and the female oval squids

Sepioteuthis lessoniana during the male-parallel mating. Time zero on the

horizontal axis indicates the start of the mating behavior, and time 100

indicates the end of the behavior. The body pattern diagrams in the middle

illustrate the overlay of chromatic components with over 50% occurrence

during the recorded behavior for the male (top) and the female (bottom). The

movie is rendered by playing back all composite images along the time axis

for every other time point (50 frames in total). It is apparent that the female

shows more chromatic components and a darker body coloration than the

male when giving a rejection signal during a male-parallel mating attempt. The

intensity (Int) on the first line represents the average strength of the uniform

body coloration during the male-parallel mating behavior. LDML, light dorsal

mantle lines; MMS, mantle margin stripe; SE, shaded eyes; DFS, dark fin

stripe; LDMS, light dorsal mantle spots; DADM, dark anterior dorsal mantle;

WDS; white dorsal stripe; DA, dark arms; DH, dark head; FMS, fin margin

spots. https://youtu.be/T1b9UDggezs.

Supplementary Movie 9 | Dynamic body patterning during male-upturn

mating. The time sequence of the average expression level of the individual

chromatic components recorded from the male and the female oval squids

Sepioteuthis lessoniana during male-upturn mating. Time zero on the horizontal

axis indicates the start of the mating behavior, and time 100 indicates the end of

the behavior. The body pattern diagrams in the middle illustrate the overlay of the

chromatic components with over 50% occurrence during the recorded behavior

for the male (top) and the female (bottom). The movie is rendered by playing back

all composite images along the time axis for every other time point (50 frames in

total). It is apparent that the male shows more chromatic components and greater

dynamic body coloration than the female as an attempting signal during

male-upturn mating. The intensity (Int) on the first line represents the average

strength of the uniform body coloration during the male-upturn mating behavior.

LDML, light dorsal mantle lines; DDS, dark dorsal stripe; MMS, mantle margin

stripe; DTA, dark third arms; DAS, dark arm stripe; DT, dark tentacle; DH, dark

head; SE, shaded eyes; DFM, dark fin margin; ES, eye spots; LDMS, light dorsal

mantle spots; MM, mottled mantle; DFS, dark fin stripe; FMS, fin margin spots.

https://youtu.be/yYEGquJtkxU.
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